Abstract. In this paper we investigate the interrelation between the concentration of nutrients and the density of Chaetoceros and algae I (algae with appropriate external replenishment), we establish mathematic model to describe the dynamic evolution behaviors between the three; The stability state of material evolutionary process in the model is analyzed and judged by Routh-Hurwitz criterion; And we select the increase rate of the concentration of nutrients as the key parameter. We could get the conditions when Hopf bifurcation occurs in the system. At the end, through numerical simulation, we calculate Lyapunov Exponent spectrum and parameter threshold when Hopf bifurcation occurs in the system. The result indicates that the concentration of nutrients play a vital role in the change of system state. And then this helps to identify the evolutionary mechanism of the system to produce the bifurcation and chaos phenomena. Finally we get the method to restrain the blooms of red tide through controlling the key parameter.
Introduction
In the ocean, Planktonic algae and protozoa died sharply after the outbreak of a large number of breeding as the characteristics of the Marine red tide phenomenon, and now the phenomenon present the increasing trend year by year, and this have influenced seriously the sustainable development of the coastal ecological environment and economy.
About the cause of red tide disaster classification, different researchers in the field of professional made a lot of beneficial explorations from different angles. Natural geographic features [1] , hydrodynamic conditions and nutrient sources and transportation way in sea area laid the foundation of red tide disasters. Nutrients mainly comes from the land, atmosphere, the sea bottom sediment and Marine aquaculture on the bait is an important material basis of red tide occurred.
Algae need water to complete terrigenous nutrients, sediment and atmospheric sources of transportation work and to complete the move greatly rough the hydrodynamic condition [2] . Therefore, it plays a dual role, that is, it is not only a carrier of biogenic substance transportation, but also it is the movement of the traffic tools. Because the red tide disaster phenomena occurred in offshore, the complexity of the near sea dynamic directly leads to the complexity of the red tide genesis mechanism.
Multi-Species HABs Model

Fig. 1 Nutrition relationship system
According to the relevant literature, through the analysis of Multi-Species HABs, we can obtain the International Conference on Material Science and Application (ICMSA 2015) feedback mechanism of species food chain [3] (see Figure 1 ): Nutrients increased-Chaetoceros multiply rapidly-Red tide occurred, the Chaetoceros is no density dependent; Nutrients increase-Algal I(algae with appropriate external replenishment) multiply rapidly red tide occurred, In addition to the nutrients, algae I can multiply with other resources.
According to the occurrence of red tide, nutrients-Chaetoceros and nutrient-algae I can form a simple ecological system. Motivated by the discussion using principle of variety of population ecology, we construct dynamics model between nutrition, Chaetoceros and algae I as follows: 1  1  10  2  2  3  3  1  20  2 2  2  2  30  3 3  3  33 ( ) 
In the formula,
is respectively nutrients concentration and the density of Chaetoceros and algal I, 10 a is a quantitative input nutrient concentration; 2 a , 3 a is the nutrient concentration growth half saturation parameters; 2 m , 3 m and 20 a , 30 a is respectively growth rate and mortality rate of Chaetoceros and algae I; 2 k and 3 k is the rate of absorption and conversion nutrients Chaetoceros and algae I, and
Stability Analysis of System Model
According to the basic characteristics of the equation, noticed the physical meaning of each element of the model and influence each other in the actual occurrence process and coupling. Consider the Lyapunov stability conditions and relevant theory of stability to judge the stability of the equation.
Equilibrium equation of the type (1) , to the left is zero [4] 
We can have the Jacobi matrix K of the equation (1) According to the Lyapunov stability conditions and relevant theory of stability [5] , local stability of the equation depends on the eigenvalues of Jacobi matrix K. For the three-dimensional equation, the equilibrium point should have eight kinds of cases. For the discussion in this paper equation and considering the actual situation, only four cases are considered, that is . The following discuss the local stability system under various stable state.
In equilibrium
, the physical meaning is the initial level of ideal, that is, the density of Chaetoceros and algae I is zero, at this time, Jacobi matrix 0 K as follow; This matrix is a triangular matrix, the three characteristic values respectively 10 a , x a x m k a   must be greater than zero; therefore we can know that the solution of the system is unstable. At this condition, its practical significance is that the final result will lead to unlimited accumulation of nutrients in water and make the system unstable, only with the condition of the nutrients increased and no consumption of nutrients under no algae [6] .
, now the density of algae I is not zero. Jacobi matrix 1 K for the time as follow: Here we use the Routh-Hurwitz criterion for identification of the stability of the system. According to Routh-Hurwitz criterion [7] .
Characteristic equation of the system in point
is given by 
According to the Routh-Hurwitz criterion, the stability conditions of the system at the point is to make the following inequality condition (R) established The stable state will appears transcritical bifurcation and supercritical bifurcation phenomenon with the change of parameters.
For equilibrium 
x are all non-negative; Therefore, whether the other two eigenvalue is positive or negative, the system is not stable in the near equilibrium, At this state, there is no competition between species only Chaetoceros algae, which does not exist the living space and nutrient competition, so Chaetoceros number will make a large increase in short time when is the ecological practical and stable; To sum up, in theory, the stability of solution of the system is conditional, and the equilibrium between different stability conditions are also different, there are overlapping phenomenon between different equilibrium.
Numerical Simulation
Considering the actual situation of red tide and the key parameters affecting the food chain model, we take 10 a as a control variable and using bifurcation theory to study the stability of system. Taken parameters
At this time, the parameters satisfied 2 2 20 m k a  , the initial condition of each variable as follows:
We can get the numerical simulation by the parameters. Through calculating Lyapunov Exponent of the system(see Figure 2) , we know that, the largest Lyapunov Exponent of the system changes with the change of 10 a . So the stability of system also changes with the change of 10 a ; When 47 . 0 10  a , we know the system is stable because of the largest Lyapunov Exponent of the system blow zero; When 47 . 0 10  a , we know the largest Lyapunov Exponent of the system is more than zero so that the system is unstable; And we found the largest Lyapunov Exponent of the system occur sudden increase when , the period t is 400. In the early stage of the system, the concentration of nutrients will continue to increase with time changing because of low nutrient consumption; With the development of time, through the feedback of the system, the density of Chaetoceros will increase. And the density of algae I start to growth in the initial time. When the density of the algae I reaches a certain number, it will converge to a stable state and only appears minor fluctuations with time changing. Due to the strong dependence on nutrients and no external supply and no space constraints, the density of Chaetoceros will increase sharply after a period of time the concentration of nutrients increasing. And the growth of Chaetoceros and Algal I and nutrient concentration form a feedback mechanism, at the same time, the volume of them is always controlled within a certain range. The system is in a relatively stable state, the growth of algal is to the ecological system made no harm.
Through the numerical simulation, characteristic equations are obtained for , therefore , the system is stable at this time; Although the density of algae will 808 increase and multiply with time changing, it always maintained in a certain range.
We could obtain Lyapunov Exponent of the system (-0. 0205043, -0. 125759, -0. 211796) through numerical calculation, we also know that the system is stable at this point. When 47 . 0 10  a or 56 . 0 10  a , we could obtain phase diagram through numerical simulation of the model;as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 .
Compared to Figure 3 , from Figure 4 the system now is not stable; the growth speed of concentration of nutrients will be faster, reaching a more concentration than before, the density of Chaetoceros also increased to greater( 5 y  ), at this time, the bloom of algal caused a certain extent red tide and harm to the ecological system. Compared to Figure 4 , from Figure 5 we see that the system is unstable; Red tide outbreaks will become faster, the extent of the outbreak is more violent. When the concentration of nutrients is too large ( 10, 7 xt  ), the density of Chaetoceros will sharply increased, and the density of Algal I will also increase considerably. From the above analysis, we obtain that the system stability is constantly with the change of 10 a : When , the system appears critical bifurcation phenomenon.
Summary
The results show that there is Hopf bifurcation phenomenon for a variety of ecological dynamics model equation. The stable state in the system is conditional, and actual conditions are identical with red tide parameters by and large. The results contribute to understanding better of dynamic behavior of the red tide species and the establishment of a more effective forecasting model of red tide.
